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About fifteen years ago, the Denver Art Museum hired world-renowned architect Daniel Libeskind to design a new museum. They
wanted to create an interesting and dynamic extension of exhibition
space while staying true to the central goal of their institution, to enrich the lives of present and future generations through art.1 Libeskind’s final product, the Frederic C. Hamilton Building, accomplishes
this mission. The building brings light to urban Denver and blends in
nicely with the pre-existing site. Indeed, as a visitor walks around the
site, the building’s appearance morphs with a changing perspective.2
Since its opening in 2006, some critics have claimed the building is impractical for showing art exhibitions because of its unusual dimensions
and design features. However, the Frederic C. Hamilton Building is really just moving past the idea of traditional art displays. Libeskind has
created a structure with the capability to innovatively and creatively
show sculptures, mobiles, and light pieces. Libeskind has created an
art museum of the future.
Libeskind, originally from Poland, is well known for his designs for
the Jewish Museum in Berlin and The Contemporary Jewish Museum
in San Francisco. His architectural style is most accurately described
as deconstructionist. This means that his structures often have a fractured and chaotic appearance that gives a sense of unpredictability.
Instead of sticking with the uncompromisingly rectilinear style of the
modernists, Libeskind pushes architectural boundaries visually.
The modern, spaceship-like structure has a skin covered with titanium
and glass panels that adds to its industrial and technological appearance. The materials in the skin enable the building to fit in with the
evolving urban area surrounding the museum. The upward diagonal
lines that evoke the bow and stern of the “ship” provide an abundance
of positive energy. Libeskind intended the tilted geometric shape of the
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museum to mimic the jagged Rocky Mountains and the ores that can be
found at the base of the mountains. The wide panels appear strong and
grounded, much like the solid base of the nearby mountains. However,
when combined with the futuristic skin, these lines create a form that
looks more like a progressive vehicle that will steward Denver through
modern times and ideas in the art world and beyond. While it might
have been Libeskind’s intention to use the building to celebrate the
natural wonders of the area, the angular structure reads as powerful
and forward reaching.
Many reviewers and visitors have been concerned that the intense angular shape of the building, while providing immense visual energy
when viewed from the outside, is not able to provide a pleasurable
art viewing experience. The section of the museum that resembles a
tipsy cube has walls that are large and continuous for artwork to be
conventionally hung. However, it’s in the anorexic-looking triangular
sections of the museum that displaying the art becomes tricky. Libeskind’s solution to this predicament? Carve out nooks to display singular pieces of art. The smaller, more cramped spaces actually favor
light displays, hanging mobiles, and certain sculptures.3 While some
might view these more unconventional display spaces as a hindrance,
they have the potential to unlock an entirely new way of arranging and
viewing art exhibitions. The angular walls force the pieces to interact
differently with the gallery space, providing a new layer to the art. Traditionally museums are designed with the display of only more conventional canvas-shaped art in mind. Intentionally or not, Libeskind
has created a museum that instead favors modern, three-dimensional
pieces. It is about time that a museum put a priority on showing off
its more groundbreaking pieces and break away from the standard,
bland, overused gallery design. Does the world really need yet another
museum with rows and rows of Monets and Van Goghs hung perfectly
perpendicular to the floor on eggshell white walls?
Libeskind’s careful attention to specific art pieces is exemplified by his
atrium design. Thick, toppled right angles form the archway above a
meandering staircase. Natural light peeks through shafts with strategi-
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cally placed windows as snowflake-sized LED panels blink intermittently.4 The pulsing lights, part of Denver’s Percent for Art project,
evoke a whirling snowstorm. This is just an example of one of the many
art pieces for which Libeskind built a special home in his plans for the
Denver Art Museum.
While many may find the new Frederic C. Hamilton building cumbersome or impractical, it has revolutionized the art of museum displays.
According to Libeskind himself, “The whole point is to make the art
live.”5 His design for the Denver Art Museum has spurred a debate
of what living art really is. Can art possibly live in such a fractured
and fragmented structure? Or are perfectly rectangular white walls its
natural habitat? Libeskind has created a structure that redefines the art
exhibition experience, and that in itself is a major accomplishment.
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